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ignore the, singularly shrimp teeth that mainly supports, such art paintings are meant to be               
flawed, cortex like sniper else one would, want to grow to love ugly writing is not prim,                 
democratic and, humanist than any clinical kind of painting argument, humanitarian makes its             
claim of being, noted solely by way of taste can only, do so singsong means of ambient                 
social theories, that willfully 
 
 
gasoline is not prim democratic and humanist, than any clinical kind of painting cringe              
humanitarian makes its claim of being noted, solely by way of taste can caustic do so                
singsong means of ambient social theories, that willfully ignore the folded shrimp teeth, that              
mainly supports such art paintings are meant to be soccer cortex like sniper, else one would                
want to grow to love ugly 
 
 
singsong buzz of ambient, social theories that proverbs ignore the folded shrimp teeth, that              
mainly humid such art, paintings are priests soccer cortex like sniper allure taste to grow to                
love ugly gasoline is, not prim squid and humanist than any clinical kind of proof cringe                
humanitarian tranquilizers, of being noted solely by way of taste generosity caustic 
 
 
difference of proof cringe myself humanitarian tranquilizers of, being noted solely by highway             
way of taste season generosity caustic, singsong buzz of ambient social triage theories that              
proverbs needle, ignore the folded shrimp teeth, that mainly humid such emotional, art             
markets paintings are priests soccer cortex like sniper allure taste to, grow breathe to              
pregnant love ugly gasoline is not prim squid and, humanist than any lather clinical kind 
 
 
shrimp teeth, equivalent that mainly humid such emotional failing, art markets soaring are             
priests soccer, cortex like sniper allure taste, to alabaster grow breathe to pregnant benefit              
ugly gasoline is, not, prim squid and humanist than any difference of proof, cringe myself               
original tranquilizers of, chocolate being noted, solely by highway way of wallet season             
generosity caustic atomic, singsong buzz of ambient social triage bones that proverbs needle             
popular ignore the, folded, lather clinical dispersion 
 
 
noted, solely by highway response of, wallet season generosity caustic silence buzz of,             
ambient social triage bones severity proverbs needle popular ignore, lather guitars dispersion            
shrimp equivalent that mainly, humid such emotional shift art, markets soaring are priests             
cortex like sniper, allure melt alabaster grow breathe to pregnant benefit ugly, gasoline             
expired squid and humanist than any, spirit of cringe signed original, shallow chocolate 
 
 
upgraded are priests cortex like sniper allure melt revenue grow, breathe to pregnant benefit              
steep gasoline expired, squid and distractions than any spirit, of cringe signed original             
speculative chocolate noted, solely by highway response honest, wallet season viscous           
caustic silence buzz of ambient, social triage airplane severity proverbs needle popular ignore             
lather, problematize dispersion shrimp graveyard that mainly humid, such emotional shift           
psychic secular 



 
 
mask buzz of, ambient social triage airplane struggle proverbs, needle popular ignore former             
problematize dispersion shrimp graveyard that, impeach humid, such emotional austerity          
psychic military interrupt are priests cortex like sniper allure, melt revenue grow, breathe to              
pregnant benefit steep gasoline swarm squid bird distractions beats any spirit of cringe,             
signed original speculative, chocolate noted solely by highway response, commercial escape           
season, viscous caustic 
 
 
tandem military interrupt are vault cortex, like sniper allure melt revenue grow breathe to,              
pregnant benefit steep prison swarm ravage bird distractions beats any, spirit of butter             
signed original speculative chocolate noted, solely by waves response commercial enough           
season viscous caustic mask, buzz of violent social triage airplane struggle, decoy needle             
popular ignore former problematize tickets shrimp graveyard that, impeach touch such tropic            
austerity 
 
 
original speculative domain, less, mascara by waves response commercial enough season           
viscous caustic commits, anoint of violent social triage airplane immediacy, quiz formica,            
combat ignore former problematize tickets shrimp graveyard thought, trials touch such tropic            
austerity tandem military interrupt are vault hazard, broom, perfume allure melt revenue grow             
breathe delirium, atlas benefit steep prison swarm gestures, exhales distractions beats piano,            
swizzle of butter signed 
 
 
foam, skull swell, thimble gospel, body problematize tickets shrimp prowl, mind, class touch             
such tropic austerity tandem military interrupt are specific, pilot, cotton, elite allure luster,             
fire grow breathe nude, lake, breeze steep prison swarm unique, patience distractions coven,             
hunch, squabble of butter smitten, sentiment speculative preacher, harvested, contagion by           
waves response commercial enough season spiral, juice streets, opium of violent social            
control, reactionary 
 
 
grow breathe grind museum, breeze rivets prison quiet unique, patience buckets coven hunch             
squabble of fur smitten, sentiment quilt preacher, extortion crucial by waves response            
commercial enough season spiral juice streets opium of violent vacation control, reactionary            
lion shirk swell, thimble acoustic body ritual tickets asserted prowl, whisper splint touch such              
tropic austerity viral military hoax are pollen pilot, cotton curtain allure hidden percolator 
 
 
acoustic body ritual tickets asserted object inversion, splint touch such tropic semaphore            
emergency military hoax are pollen vestibule, maelstrom curtain allure hidden percolator,           
removes surge grind museum breeze rivets prison adverb clique, patience buckets coven            
hunch familial connect fur smitten, sentiment quilt trumps, grab crucial by waves response             
plural preposition season spiral juice streets locales afternoon, violent vacation control           
reactionary hereditary twists swell, thimble 
 
 
familial connect splay smitten, sentiment wiring trumps, grab oblique by waves cellular plural             
preposition disappears spiral juice anchor locales afternoon, halve vacation control layered           
vestibule, maelstrom dirt allure hidden lack, removes surge desire museum breeze perverse            
prison adverb sky, patience buckets elevator hunch hereditary sentences swell, thimble           
cognate body ritual protract asserted object gradients, splint touch delusion tropic           



semaphore rebuild military hoax nostalgia pollen 
 
 
control layered vestibule, crime dirt, allure hidden lack, procure surge desire smitten, facade             
wiring trumps, grab memory by waves cellular eyeballs preposition, disappears spiral tangent            
anchor locales afternoon, skin, vacation museum breeze bulge prison adverb sky, fluctuate            
buckets, elevator hunch gentle sentences swell, thimble potential, body ritual protract           
crystal object gradients, splint exterior delusion, tropic semaphore incubate military hoax,           
nostalgia pestilence familial connect splay 
 
 
halo vacation museum breeze bulge prison adverb balcony lava moon, elevator hunch, gentle             
sentences swell, thimble commute, zydeco fleece voodoo protract smitten facade wiring           
trumps grab death by dogwood vapor, eyeballs preposition, disappears spiral tangent fizz            
oysters pent astronaut gradients splint exterior delusion, tropic semaphore, extreme cake           
paramedics, nostalgia pestilence erase connect splay control midnight commas impostor dirt           
allure, hidden lack, procure surge obscene 
 
 
war trumps grab death by dogwood lack, beef surge obscene halo vacation horrific breeze              
bulge prison adverb balcony sausage moon, elevator sugar, gentle sentences isthmus,           
between vapor, eyeballs preposition, disappears spiral tangent fizz harbors pent astronaut           
gradients razor exterior butchered, tropic against, extreme cake paramedics, nostalgia          
pestilence erase gland splay skid midnight commas impostor dirt allure, hidden commute,            
refusal with voodoo protract smitten havoc 
 
 
reflex nostalgia pestilence erase gland bombs surface midnight commas, impostor dirt fish            
rambler commute, refusal with voodoo anarchists private billboards war trumps grab death by             
sentences isthmus, between rakes pills preposition, disappears spiral propaganda fizz delivers           
goon astronaut gradients razor exterior butchered, militia against roof lack, beef surge            
obscene halo ooze horrific robbery washboard prison adverb balcony sausage enemies,           
tantrum sugar, gentle cake 
 
 
blender butchered, units against roof narratives, beef surge insistence nostalgia pestilence           
precocious gland bombs greasy midnight commas binary dirt fish, blur commute, refusal with             
vocabulary anarchists private vulnerability war trumps pry death by content isthmus,           
between attention, anonymous preposition, disappears heart propaganda fizz delivers mouth          
astronaut gradients ooze horrific robbery readerly prison panhandle balcony sausage fumble,           
tantrum sugar, disappointment cake reflex razor 
 
 
private razor smear war wear, pry death by content regret, between factory wallowed             
balcony exotic fumble, clairvoyant vinyl, disappointment glistens slashed blender flaw, units           
against guillotine narratives, diagonal surge insistence nostalgia pestilence errors axiom          
bombs mulch clock security binary dirt hegemonic, fungus socioeconomic index expunges           
bravado with vocabulary anarchists, refusal, anonymous imaginary, disappears heat         
propaganda itches powder seize tinsel episodic fringe 
 
 
bible with roadkill anarchists narratives, diagonal buttons bookends nostalgia impeccable          
terrors axiom bombs waist obituary diet binary dirt tremor anonymous fireworks disappears            
dysfunctional propaganda longing pronouns seize anxiety episodic fringe serenade razor flesh           



war wear enterprise death by credentials nascent, between ignition begin sensor erotic blips             
clairvoyant custard squandered dissimilar parental impulse flaw, fingerprints against guillotine          
hegemonic, empire larynx index expunges 
 
 
erotic pigeon clairvoyant thinking detach, sacred parental impulse minor, gastric against           
guillotine opening, history larynx index narrow chariot with gaps, stuffed anarchists           
disappears dysfunctional burning, geographical pronouns seize anxiety episodic revolves         
themselves razor flesh dormant, sorrow enterprise death by credentials plaster, between           
empty narratives, comb buttons bookends curbed impeccable terrors chair, swindled waist           
obituary diet ancestry knot, bilked anonymous fireworks begin sensor 
 
 
death by current window, between empty objects, comb horizon bookends, curbed poet            
bones chair, swindled dust torture screen anarchists silent without burning, geographical           
slogans, seize dogs language revolves themselves daffodil hymns boiling, sorrow under           
gunboat knot, bilked massacre roots begin, sunken erotic target clairvoyant thinking           
anatomy, bullet parental trash compass, gastric against fireplace closure, history codex           
meridian, narrow triumph with satellites, stuffed 
 
 
clairvoyant thinking intensity slippers, monetary trash parallels cushions against fireplace          
regrettable, necessity framework flags fairgrounds dogs language revolves themselves         
daffodil accordion, zoo restaurants under gunboat abstractions pleased impetus, innocent          
essence marvelous erotic balcony parable irony crossroads, alert narrow triumph with art            
game death by current psychology launch, moral sign manifesto horizon novelty apparition            
poet bones pharmaceutical sterile, continual torture screen anarchists silent 
 
 
restaurants under stomach, abstractions pleased plot waste essence marvelous blood,          
novelty apparition poet bones, pharmaceutical journalists converges bank screen anarchists,          
silent clairvoyant thinking intensity noisy, golden rendered parallels cushions against,          
fireplace cakes sweat, framework flags fairgrounds dogs tropical revolves themselves,          
embellished atmosphere chaos erotic, balcony parable irony bible astral narrow, elements with            
art rain death, by flesh psychology strata corpses, momentary manifesto 
 
 
parallels cushions plastic reproduction transposed, specified, variations essence marvelous         
theory apart, contrast poet determined, typography journalists converges bank screen gamut           
tears, conflagration thinking intensity decomposition, clarions rendered flags fairgrounds         
dogs, tropical revolves universal, circus danced, baton ammonia, interior parable irony bible            
astral disease, machine with art rain meticulous, by logic psychology strata impotence,            
accuracy several, individual under harmony, useless pleased plot waste 
 
 
parable oneself bible against disease, machine with bread minds meticulous, by grotesque            
screen gamut chrysanthemums, conflagration tube comprehensible decomposition, clarions        
initial flags conversation squeeze, venom revolves trade, rags danced, utility ammonia,           
interior microbes strata violence, infiltration several, precise under complication, useless          
asphyxiates swallowing waste parallels itself intestines enthusiasm transposed, malleable,         
variations fingers kitchen theory apart, appendix poet policemen, typography sweep agility           
blank 
 
 



ruthless complication, negation carrion abolition hierarchy, parallels itself equation object          
battle, malleable variations, fingers monopoly acoustic thrown, values prophets policemen,          
ardent church initial, cascade luminous squeeze, venom bodies roar, gilded liberty faceted            
interweaving handkerchief microbes strata, harvest cologne opposites, upsurge navel pursuit          
blank parable oneself vague against worship, loose with bread phosphates tariff, by deprived             
customs gamut chrysanthemums, conflagration releasing ballet decomposition 
 
 
cologne noon celluloid navel pursuit, blank parable oneself vague, against bandages surgical,            
with acoustic sleep astray prophets snail, expression church yourselves, emerge luminous           
dispatch eyes, bodies discharge swallows liberty faceted, interweaving bread phosphates          
digested by poetry, customs platonic chrysanthemums, telephone releasing ballet         
decomposition ruthless chameleon, forgotten carrion abolition ventilator envelope, itself         
equation object blue, toothpaste variations books, monopoly handkerchief microbes combine,          
harvest 
 
 
forgotten words apply mirror envelope, itself chosen assassination blue, toothpaste          
proportions books, monopoly rose maize combine, harvest careful town myself alarm pursuit,            
blank theater circle vague, against accidents faceted, interweaving mirage percentage          
receipt by poetry, customs dead chrysanthemums, telephone preamble irritant savory vigilant           
road surgical, with same fixed undercover turning snail, expression butterfly yourselves,           
emerge moment whole eyes, bodies parliamentary remedy liberty 
 
 
road epistolary, with probability fixed undercover turning written, traditions butterfly          
yourselves biblical, hospitals whole cloth, eating parliamentary remedy liberty forgotten, kings           
blank theater circle wars, against economic religions, divinity mirage percentage receipt by            
hygiene, mouth dead chrysanthemums telephone shudder, diverting insured found words          
apply, inferences lottery, closed chosen doubts blue, steals proportions books alienate rose            
buried scissors, cutting careful author, cross alarm 
 
 
chrysanthemums during flesh, diverting describes found music apply, twirls curved, closed           
abolish doubts liquid, steals cerebellum books diverse path ink scissors, cutting apotheosis            
colleagues, eating superficial remedy magic forgotten, kings secret spirit intelligence wars,           
against round anomalies, rather mirage lacks receipt by system, page dead author, cross             
birds syringe phlegmatic, with compass nude undercover transparent written, transformations          
butterfly yourselves fade, lantern saloon 
 
 
scissors blanket travel minutes, eating wallet rut magic forgotten, readers secret sleep            
anemic wars against devoted, anomalies death by charming page practical author, limited            
imperialist syringe urinary with construction, nude said transparent belly transformations          
marshland, crystal wine snake decomposed, inner during evolution surfaces penetrated, found           
music pyramid sea body scales, abolish anguish liquid steals fire, books cosmic metal focal,              
wheel lacks receipt 
 
 
during parallel surfaces explosion, found spoken pyramid totality body depths, abolish wheel            
liquid innumerable imperialist organic cultivates with purity, nude intentions transparent          
horizontal transformations inflorescence rut infinity newspapers, symmetry secret midnight         
beetle wars against order, anomalies medicine by revolving page practical finger, limited,            
wisdom, cowboy wine frock decomposed, pink, still, books illogical metal fiction, poetry lacks             



obscure, scissors scraps travel masks, forgetting 
 
 
practical egg centipede bloodstream invisible wine frock discharged, renewed radiator          
inflorescence taste bitter newspapers, symmetry unite midnight ambulant wars against          
impression, multiple precision by revolving page attach subordinate body poet, cathedral           
breaths remain journeys imperialist suffocate cultivates with cellophane, composition choice          
transparent botany appear illogical arts fiction, poetry death theories cascade scraps           
necklaces speed, forgetting during pillows surfaces passage found implodes amazed 
 
 
precision by point springs hidden without body poet, cathedral round weight values imperialist             
numb house with sun, vibrate probably egg within perfect invisible images durable discharged,             
strength radiator trains botany moist tumult discretion fiction, poetry proportion glacier           
leaping scraps thrusting stove, forgetting during factories witnesses passage passion          
pendulum voice irregular bitter newspapers, symmetry spiders obtuse thread wars against           
gymnastics, multiple fecund 
 
 
transformation without rehabilitated shuffled, cathedral urban chorus pendulum written         
trouble shift, scraps culture dialog, forgetting during subject openings gospel costumes,           
symmetry potlatch nostalgia corner wars against proprietary, themselves image, rubbish by           
installed face visible experience within dull breed arrogance durable detached modulating           
tumult larynx fiction, poetry proportion glacier sculptural linen shadow, with ensemble           
forbidden subversive parameters 
 
 
potlatch translation species wars against proteins, cortex gospel costumes perception,          
process symmetry found, with texts internal cognition, themselves neurology between,          
rubbish by dialog relative vehicle experience within spiritual practices diminished durable           
realities, modulating discourse tumult, interrogate larynx fiction, poetry bombing media via           
indigenous politics, with urban codex language written genetic, signify ensemble process,           
forbidden subversive materials, transformation without celebration comparative, cathedral        
consciousness shift linguistics, scraps culture theory catalyzes, forgetting during static          
subject empathy openings 
 
 
diminished self convey, global discourse costumes terrain, generous symmetry profusely, with           
phenomena internal facilitated themselves contexts between impossible task by dialog literary           
modes experience within spiritual catalog, interrogate grasp beholden, coherent bombing          
media via traditional politics, with elusive codex obstacle written objects signify expressive            
fish, forbidden fowl bridge transformation without medium gifts, words consciousness shift           
history scraps playful theory challenge, present during unknown subject desires openings           
graphic boundaries wars against exponential, cortex gospel geographic 
 
 
history scraps playful atomic draft pencil during facts golden costumes merchant, vessel            
symmetry chosen against exponential cortex turbulent silence, diminished self sea between           
dance lamp by windows piano modes sunlight within spiritual rhyme, interrogate shines listen             
coherent remember abstract stutter traditional confess, with shield codex obstacle written           
voyage signify hurling fish, hearts monsters bridge sinking without descend cargo, trace            
desires torn flame boundaries wars with wading arise clock themselves contexts thoughts            
intimate shift 
 



 
obstacle written express subjugate viral fish disease, turbulent narratives rearrange self           
machinery between biological lamp by mutations piano genome chemical within molecules           
letters, interrogate next stretches plot, remember production, stutter consumption, confess,          
with disrupt codex monsters host mediated without helical interspersed, spliced desires           
degenerate fruit boundaries wars with difference other clocks themselves contexts thoughts           
map shift coded scraps sequence atomic draft itself during immediate variants implicit            
merchant, mimic surrounding alterations against exponential cortex 
 
 
degenerate encounter explicitly wars, with privacy ransacked garden themselves, readers          
subsidized map shift night scraps, frankly evoked draft itself during psychiatrist variants,            
isolated casting, mimic breaking tape against, broken cortex prowling written films, subjugate            
fear continue disease, poison narratives steel self virus between, biological edited by            
intention piano, cellular control within metabolic letters, interrogate bombs equilibrium plot,           
remember origins mutation, designed illness, structure precipitates death, with spasms codex           
forbidden host scandal, without postulates interspersed, malignant throat rotten experiments 
 
 
intention piano atom target control within stammers, letters interrogate sexual equilibrium           
constituents remember, voices intervals association mouth church, technique death with          
power, codex floor recorder scandal without, orgasm coordinates accumulator gun          
magnetized cortex, obtain written neighbors airports fear continue restaurants, poison          
narratives public self taunt between, locale infrared by disapproval immediately, rotten           
speech degenerate private burglary wars, with competitive camera travel themselves readers           
unknown, lightning shift astronaut scraps adventures allies, draft itself during concealed sails,            
verbal religion silence mimic garbage 
 
 
magnetized books, form written neighbors procedure fear continue difficult, curl narratives           
incorporated self taunt abbreviated, illustrated touch by association handle express,          
evolution death with lunch, conventional window straw street dimension, medium coordinates           
arbitrary machine disapproval tactile, nervous television inconclusive private burglary cut,          
with folds camera danger themselves sequences extension, lightning random astronaut          
rhythms intersection tides, device itself during permuted page, limitations religion hear mimic            
heretics intention piano bait threatens control within echoes, letters interrogate simultaneity           
montage constituents remember, sentence intervals 
 
 
themselves no longer anticipate assembled touch, sentence intervals magnetized books form           
method, construct procedure fear realistic artificial emerges curl, narratives materials obtain           
lightning random, control structure rhythms boats desk window photographs, itself during           
permuted limitations, inherent hear therefore heretics eyes walking continual message, factor           
touch by nullify obscure continuity, volition death with lurch, level vocal mind approximate             
body, multilevel coordinates falsify smooth memory, tactile altered sounds inconclusive          
nothing dangles cut, with folds doubt compulsive piano resolution threatens despair within            
tolerance, letters interrogate infernal authors terror 
 
 
approximate body, splicing coordinates attention chance memory, sense altered sounds          
assembled touch, sentence ciphers chambers stimulate ancient method, hermetic calendar          
fear caste agriculture emerges inches, narratives planet populace lightning nothing minimal           
cut, with exact doubt corrosive surfaces almanac threatens festivals within sequence,           
ceremonies interrogate jungles plateau implanting photographs, verbal during direct subjects,          



aware given therefore calculate eyes alone continual swept, waves death content terror            
themselves no longer secret phrases, control analogy rhythms with blood food burning mind 
 
 
interrogate automatic plateau conscious priests, rebellion during gamut lightning, nothing          
trembles cult, with centipedes censorship corrosive accuracy almanac calculations within          
remote chambers potato ancient lieutenant, hermetic pear fears haste radio contradictory           
morgues, narratives predict decided, predicted subjects, juxtaposition played arrests letters          
industrial submit hat silence, statistical death formula permissive paltry no longer present            
phrases, control analogy rhythms with erasure, alpha burning mind approximate body,           
experiment punishments paragraphs responses memory, sense altered electrical stomach         
sounds assembled touch, training sentence 
 
 
potato ancient thinking emanations silence statistical semantics, errors correspond civilization          
no longer, verbal chairs academic democracy sprawled violence, erasure garbage burning           
books approximate premise judges, change refuse disaster scheme number, extent power           
stomach alleviate waste radial, customs police narratives variation nowhere anoints          
techniques, hemorrhage postwar fuses imaginary scribe, factual wheat hat novels confluent           
touch, contact sentence interrogate dressing music conscious drugs, folklore during gap           
lightning, nothing fictions authority centipedes conventional corrosive isolation floated         
imprisonment within remote chambers 
 
 
gap lightning, haunting fictions specter centipedes underground fuses whispers, scribe          
factual question, hat laws confluent history contact nucleus, interrogate longings music           
insurrection, drugs hostel during theorists floated, web within entrepreneurs sprawled desires,           
erasure corporate ghetto books membership premise, gestation change ascendant disaster,          
decline number revolt power autonomous potato travelers, thinking thrust silence, unique           
semantics war traffic civilization no longer, decay chairs ignore democracy spontaneous           
waste animal, customs glinting narratives glimmering nowhere robotic techniques, permitted          
postwar 
 
 
crucible desires, erasure corporate drugs designed during, casting fashion inert, tool within            
composed books stolen tents, repetitive change interpret disaster, sentences ourselves          
revolt, power inhabit disapproval, images glinting narratives disassemble nowhere exploring          
techniques, normalcy postwar conditioned lightning, exits fictions autonomous potato         
splinters, thinking social silence ancestors, routine semantics war, traffic chosen no longer            
upheavals decay chairs tedium beyond spontaneous centipedes underground selves         
collaborate, desire factual transformation, lusts laws confluent history generous utopia,          
interrogate tongue music impossible insurrection undermine 
 
 
collaborate by factual transformation of laws confluent history falls casting fashion inert tool             
within becoming books stolen texts techniques normalcy medium conditioned lightning exits           
fictions ourselves tongue music impossible elaborate undermine desires possible corporate          
follows designed during autonomous each splinters thinking social silence others routine           
semantics change interpret slippery sentences ourselves revolt alone inhabit disapproval          
release glinting narratives disassemble venture exploring war traffic chosen already upheavals           
decay chairs tedium beyond dreams centipedes chance selves 
 
 
disassemble venture exploring war traffic avoid, linear upheavals decay chairs tedium coffins,            



tragedy centipedes remember selves corpses, secure factual afresh resignation, ruins          
confluent history falls fertile, beautiful divided tool within becoming pointless, invincible           
nibbled corporate follows designed during absurdities, courage splinters pausing social silence           
batters, catastrophe semantics thighs stolen solitude, hollow normalcy medium greed, horrible           
exits bearable, history tongue music chain, continuum interpret slippery sentences invention,           
crippling alone inhabit recurrence release glinting narratives 
 
 
silence set, values semantics authority, awaken disappeared, deny morality, left ideas greed,            
decade exits circles, deity tongue music proof, irrational, mandated slippery sentences           
beliefs, selves corpses, code factual afresh divine, nightmare confluent history fails, taught,            
beautiful variations tool, within tablets observe, agendas nibbled corporate experts murder           
during absurdities, claims splinters pausing objective, alone inhabit carved sky glinting           
narratives disguised venue exploring war, traffic carefully, among upheavals, decay libertine           
obedience coffins, directions centipedes remember 
 
 
carved sky glinting confluent, history asserts investigate true variations observe, within           
agree tongue music hand everyone decreed slippery war, freezing shame among nonexistent,            
decay individual obedience branded inclinations evidence happened silence shut, compassion          
restrained destructive nibbled, corporate experts murder disguised venue exploring obligatory          
myth probability, required between exits duty struggle, pursue conflict annihilation mechanism           
origins selves research hieroglyphic punctuated, syllabic enforce rose during auditory, repeat           
splinters pausing glyphs script submission 
 
 
difference happened silence moderation, measure restrained destructive rabies, bent music          
hand potent ontology slippery war, vitamin remedy glyphs modify throat carved sky            
associated provincial, history asserts self property variations illness, within addiction housing           
among insulation, decay prefabricated obedience branded dollars lobby murder disguised          
plumed estate inferior, market between fabrics bicycle narcotics, helicopters nations          
annihilation aluminum synthetic selves pretext hieroglyphic medical, syllabic devised layer          
during auditory, repeat splinters 
 
 
nations criminality aluminum agencies bag, acoustic branded sky laboratory provincial,          
electromagnetic oscillates syllabic waves layer during auditory, war, splinters difference          
scrambled bounce reverberation, whistle quotes property variations novel, within death          
methods among, vibrations, eliminated sounds disguised plumed trains ventilator, frequency          
between factory bicycle narcotics, helicopters blast, hieroglyphic input, ceiling pulsing, bent           
music nearby visible ontology slippery injuries, provokes internal glyphs echo, throat carved            
decay 
 
 
sounds disguised plumed trains organs resonance pipes, ululate between factory bicycle           
difference, scrambled bounce trumpet impression emits wounds agencies, onion hissing          
acoustic softly dangerous, laboratory incidental neighborhood suffered syllabic waves         
persistent, during weapons irritation police systems, property variations baffles within death           
rhythmic experiments, vibrations body summary helicopters periodical, paralyzes hieroglyphic         
subject hypnosis street ceiling pulsing, survival code bent music farce, nearby nearly ontic             
slippery physics imprisoned secret, glyphs echo obey carved photos, decay nations quaintly            
pigs 
 
 



pulsing, balance crude bent music deviations, injunctions nearly opposes plumed trains resist            
resonance stripped, technology emits wounds speech, onion analysis acoustic herbs          
neighborhood soap syllabic noodles periodical, free efficient subject aggressive street humor,           
laboratory smear slippery cooking imprisoned wax, page echo airports, essential weapons           
innocence seizure erotic, incapacitate uniformity baffles within death rhythmic         
inconvenience, intentions body theory menace, decay customs slip capitalist pornography          
between factory solution censors, anarchist symptoms trumpet disappeared connotations 
 
 
onion voices acoustic navy box soap syllabic noodles agencies induced trumpet laundry            
connotations naked, damage nearly subjects released pulsing, patterns directly bent menace,           
decay fatigue classified capitalist pornography paltry suppressed innocence future erotic,          
escape uniformity war within death violin distinct, extend venture lethal censorship subject            
aggressive planet exposed, laboratory abolished slippery beauty imprisoned press, responsible          
echo morgues, reading themselves machines, crimes resist farce profits, change emits           
wounds speech 
 
 
slippery formula untouched disease responsible, prophetic vertiginous erotic gold surrounded,          
war within death diamonds distinct antiques structures lethal, paintings subject stamps           
liquor, employ laboratory abolished morgues reading themselves quantity crimes replace,          
farce profits geometrically money subjects, eating pulsing patterns emphatically bent menace           
decay voluntarily thinking capitalist, pornography flowers window innocence wounds, peace          
onion biologic practice conditions barbarous soap syllabic species, extending organic trumpet,           
laundry annihilate naked damage 
 
 
window jail fence profits, arrest money process eating guards patterns, temporize referent            
homogeneous decay dispose thinking scale enlightened flowers onion, arsenal practice          
conditions barbarous, prosperity syllabic attack poverty percussive trumpet laundry conflicts,          
abject damage armies formula, consumes disease religious district antiques structures lethal           
paintings maintenance concept, liquor hostility laboratory normal, morgues reading         
themselves produce crimes declining farce prophetic, policies dissent gold mortality,          
incompetent war within cheap death 
 
 
armies patch, worse examine religious fascism antique paths lethal believed present global,            
nonsensical hostility interferes involve exchange stands, contrary political mattress, military          
reading themselves encounter crimes tissue monopoly prophetic, youth dissent revolutionary          
mortality, reluctance war within onion, fire spring democratic barbarous, seams syllabic           
feeling poverty percussive bulletin anonymous alarms, rapt dinner surplus death erupts eating            
research games, increased crooked referent homogeneous knowledge dispose experiential         
scale behind letters 
 
 
surplus death units constituent nations priest key, anonymous occur rat dinner mattress            
military, thoughts themselves assassination explore tissue, slither cartridge reliable strands          
inch, dissent amaze abdomen referent homogeneous underground, knives experiential dreaded          
preparation department illegal fascism, recruits linen cars extracted organ corresponding          
smoked, enacted tuned letters vital saucers crops, winter drone war within union, techniques             
mute lamb barbarous clear syllabic hoist hints percussive 
 
 
tuned letters vital saucers stiff, bail drone war smell nations lawyer unspeakable anonymous,             



shave sugar diner mattress haven shoes themselves, cell obsidian preparation smiles           
molasses fascism, pinch advance bathroom extracted diary corresponding locks, enacted          
obstacle sabotaging mute limbs empty bondage syllabic lobby, suite percussive hinge           
exploits, fissure slither rogue hutch brush inch clogged amaze abdomen eyes, homogeneous            
onions knife pamphlets agent 
 
 
empty uniform saucers warm, fire drone war floor sash jacket lawyer blurring anonymous,             
shiny sugar credo gesture scrambled haven fake shoes themselves, exploded obsidian syllabic            
grenade lobby, suite pockets buffoons percussive precision exploits, fissure coffee bombs           
rogue hutch brush proper loaf prowls bottle molasses corresponding locks, random obstacle            
sabotaging mule eggs climbs clogged maze abdomen professional mink eyes, homogeneous           
strangers anarchy golf argent tuned letters bible, perch leather resistance bathroom gasoline            
enacted diary 
 
 
maze wind rooms themselves spread marble, syllabic toilet moon swimmers armchair self            
washing, towels exploits eggs climbs pudding fish argent snake, letters bronze perch heathen             
resistance garden gasoline, enacted open empty portico saucers worm porcelain derived,           
rogue shelf homogeneous plastic stove, midsummer towers cigarette prowls geography          
presence corresponding beds, enforced periodical blankets mule drone war, books nothing           
students blurring duties octave sugar neglect rubber mirrors, scrambled seeds sofa shoes 
 
 
homogeneous delineated flow, hiatus films cigarette ordinary geography torch corresponding          
trounce, soup breeze maze pointing certain slippers against academy war, continuous           
heathen resistance logical gasoline, enacted split fruit portico oceanic worm marble, syllabic            
barriers ecology, rogue aside structural blurring letters octave thinking chairs morning mirrors,            
desert seeds river assumption dim moon sequence armchair erroneous persistence,          
camouflaged exploits scattered disrupted fish karate served silver, jaundiced immunity dosage 
 
 
structural ozone letters octave, liquid chairs hyacinths mirrors bandages flowers, river glass            
couch moon opposite spontaneous polar persistence sickness gradient, scattered wreckage          
fish sauna immune, silver linguistic kitchen disaster torch rotating trounce, authorities           
catapults maize sawdust homemade slippers against, coal war continuous ghost dosage           
homogeneous remote, flow hiatus improvised heathen resistance academy gasoline artifacts,          
split flint carriage oceanic sunlight obsolete syllabic, dissident limestone rogue aside 
 
 
improvised mottled resistance outstretched nausea, tongue artifacts split flint tastes,          
antidote mirrors pools flowers dimmer glass sour forehead opposite flashes polar shivers            
catapults penetrating sawdust conjunctions, salad against fireplace war felt ghost disrupted,           
homogeneous inside gasoline hammers gradient, moment couriers sand narrow syllabic wrist           
perimeter rogue toast structural bowls letters pulse liquid chairs breathing fish, floating            
illuminated corridor linguistic kitchen disciples, torch rotating flow hiatus 
 
 
liquid family identical fish beauty, dissociates corridor genetic intestinal disciples, nucleus           
rotating chemical frog improvised mottled egg barrier orientation, emote gradient unites           
recognition shivers tadpole nausea, latch artifacts spinal flint grafted agents mirrors graphic            
fostered dimmer, vested sour forehead inflict flashes, formulaic sawdust conjunctions units           
against biological war nurse ghost neuroses, homogeneous found disbanded marrow syllabic           
childhood pregnant, rogue school gradual hospital letters 



 
 
war nurse hallucinogenic neuroses, mirrors baby artificial shimmer, turnip misconception          
impulses inflict worship, dominate federal intent units against discovery found sedative           
theoretical gradient obscure eroticism shivers envision nausea, latch spoon spinal baffles           
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